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ENSURING SUSTAINABLE
PERFORMANCE.
Suddenly, everything had to move fast. Within

innovative co-working and communication

just a few weeks, the coronavirus pandemic

tools that we now use to establish contacts, to

presented health systems with unprecedented

continue developing projects together and to

challenges. The WILD Group had to react

safely relocate the same. The current PRISMA

quickly to ensure that capacities could be

issue explains why these tools will stay with

flexibly increased. As a partner of different

us in the future and how you can benefit from

market leaders in in-vitro diagnostics, we

them as a customer. It was also thanks to

are in a fortunate position that our capacity is

these tools that our new members, production

currently more in demand than ever. This applies

manager Christian Tazoll and operations

Wolfgang Warum

in particular to the production of modules for

manager Matthias Ghetta got off to a strong,

Managing Director CTO

IVD analysers used in detecting Covid-19 and

albeit unconventional start in their new

WILD Gruppe

equipment required in intensive care units to

positions in the midst of the lockdown.

monitor the patients‘ lung function. Thanks
to our high safety standards, which were

Ensuring sustainable performance – this is a

confirmed in a recent audit, we have so far

topic also addressed by Photonic, which now

been able to cope with the situation quite well.

offers an innovative anti-aging technology for
LEDs that we will also introduce in this issue.

There are several factors behind our ability to
continue to deliver reliably both in development

We will keep you up to date.
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and in manufacturing: We have sophisticated
systems in place, our well-trained staff can be

Wolfgang Warum and Stephan Payer

used very flexibly and our team‘s innovation

Stephan Payer

power is extraordinary. In the shortest time

WILD Business Developer

possible, our technophile staff developed
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Test, test, test.

The sustainability
of change.
A somewhat
different start.
Intelligent anti-aging
for LEDs.
Always a
bestseller.

TEST, TEST, TEST.
The truth is, when you want to bring a pandemic under con-

control their blood gas levels so as to be able to administer

trol, you need to know who has fallen ill, who has already

artificial respiration properly and in time. Another aspect

developed antibodies and how to best treat acute patients.

are so-called ELISA tests, which can detect antibodies in the

The WHO‘s urgent plea in the fight

blood and thus establish whether a
patient has already had an immune

which the WILD Group has also been

WILD has been a much sought-after
development and manufacturing
partner for in-vitro diagnostics
modules and devices, including
those used in PCR tests.

able to make a contribution. After

Stephan Payer, WILD Business Developer

many years of experience in the

against the coronavirus is therefore
simply ”test, test, test“. This is a plan
that has worked well in countries
like Austria and Germany, and to

all, the company has been a much

response to an infection.
As a systems partner of renowned
manufacturers, the WILD Group has
transition of various IVD devices into

sought-after development and manufacturing partner for

serial production. ”Our modules for PCR analysers cover

in-vitro diagnostics modules and devices, including those

the most important functions from the entry of the samples

used in PCR tests. These are considered the gold standard

and reagents to their distribution and temperature control

during the early stage of the disease and they determine

in the device and the central measurement chambers“ WILD

whether a person has been infected and is thus contagious.

Business Developer Stephan Payer explains. The systems
partner also manufactures assemblies for fully automatic

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE

analysis systems used for the detection of antibodies. There

The development of molecular diagnostic tests is advancing

is currently a great demand for automatic quality control

at a breath-taking speed. What‘s currently attracting a lot of

modules incorporated in blood gas analysers, which have

attention are PCR quick tests that can be used at the point

been developed for a renowned customer and are produced

of care and deliver reliable results within an hour. Patients

at WILD. See the back page for more details.

can therefore get certainty quickly and, if tested positive,
they can be isolated immediately.
Yet Covid-19 has also demonstrated how important it is

Your contact

to detect the different aspects of a disease. In the case of

Stephan Payer | stephan.payer@wild.at

patients in intensive care, for instance, it is necessary to
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From PCR testing and blood gas analysis to the detection of antibodies. WILD supplies modules
for IVD devices used in all the above areas.
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THE SUSTAINABILITY OF CHANGE.
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We can‘t change the present, but we can shape the future. True to this principle, WILD has developed a series of innovative digital formats in response to the coronavirus pandemic, which will
also lead to a change of direction in the future.

Analysts had long predicted it and the coronavirus pandem-

partners’ day-to-day operations and which have received an

ic instantly made it a reality: the world of distributed virtual

extremely positive feedback from customers.

teams. But does this world also have a place for development and manufacturing partners like WILD? How can you

SAFELY RELOCATING WITH DIGITAL

safely develop products despite the lockdown and reliably

ASSEMBLY MODELS

and efficiently launch production at a different location?

To ensure an effective exchange of information and quick

How do you give potential new customers an insight into

response time at the launch of a serial production, WILD

your company despite travel restrictions?

has developed and optimised so-called ”digital assembly
models“. These virtual meetings between customers and

”At the beginning of the pandemic, the tools that our

manufacturing teams take place at the actual workplace of

technophile staff created as an answer to these questions

the respective WILD employee. Using several video cameras,

fell into the category of crisis communications. Yet a lot of

speakers, lighting tools and tablets, they are in permanent

things that were born out of necessity have proven quite

contact with each other and can implement the assemblies

useful in a very short time. And that‘s not all: they appear to

together. Using different camera perspectives, which the

be a sustainable path to the future, and they will definitely

customer can choose at their discretion on screen during

stay with us for a long while“, says WILD Group CEO Josef

the meetings, and through live communication, it is possible

Hackl. He is referring to three digital co-working and

to ensure that even the first assembly becomes a success.

communication tools that are already part of the systems

Furthermore, the software used allows for the video

conference to be recorded, so that it can be used later as
a useful addition to written assembly instructions. ”Meanwhile, several customers have told us that they want to
continue using these digital assembly models as a fixed part
of the serial production transition process in the future“,
explains Medical Technology Assembly Manager Reinhold
Kordesch. This allows for uncertainties, modifications and
product improvements to be managed much quicker,
more effectively and much easier than before. This is also
confirmed by Daniel Fleck, who is in charge of strategic
procurement at Bruker Optik GmbH: ”The current situation
presents us with a lot of new challenges. WILD‘s initiative for
the implementation of a remote solution that will allow us to
conduct assembly training sessions in the future practically
from our workplace opens up completely new opportunities

Moreover, a selection of short video clips from different

for us. Even for the time after the pandemic.“

business units – the third tool in the package – offers
insights into the services and technologies of the WILD

JUST A MOUSE CLICK AWAY:

Group. These ”co-productions“ were created in-house

YOUR PERSONAL INSIGHT INTO THE WILD GROUP

with the participation of WILD‘s assembly team leaders,

Another tool that has emerged from the crisis but will

the respective department directors, and the marketing

continue to provide additional sustainability in the years

department.

to come are virtual company tours. These offer potential
new customers an impression

The project presentations via video
conference, during which WILD

where we can directly respond to

WILD‘s initiative for the implementation
of a remote solution that will allow us
to conduct assembly training sessions
in the future practically from our
workplace opens up completely new
opportunities for us. Even for the time
after the pandemic.

all questions on an individual level

Daniel Fleck, Bruker Optik GmbH

summary of the project or the call

and explain specific areas that

Strategic procurement

which they themselves helped

regardless of place and time, and
in an eco-friendly manner. ”The live
feeling during these tours through
our engineering offices and
manufacturing and assembly halls,

are of particular interest for our

shares notes live and can immediately react to feedback, prove that
acquisition can also continue in an
efficient and innovative manner.
”After the video call, all participants
of the meeting receive a detailed

shape. Customers like Infineon

customers, is almost equivalent to them being physically

Technologies want to continue conducting their projects

present“, confirms Marketing Manager Heidrun Freimuth.

through this virtual platform in the future“, Business Developer Daniel Pressl explains.
For WILD Group CEO Josef Hackl, the objective of all these
tools should also be an ecological and economic added
value in the long run. ”It has been shown that a significant
share of physical meetings and business trips are not
absolutely necessary. On the contrary: virtual meetings
have no ecological impact and they save us a lot of time.
What will be left after the coronavirus crisis is over are
new routines that, in addition to the benefit of closer
communication, we should also be using as an opportunity
for greater sustainability and quality of life. Nevertheless, a
sensible balance between online and personal meetings will
be necessary. After all, those much-appreciated attributes
of cleanliness, transparency, openness and friendliness are
best experienced first-hand, on-site.“
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of the WILD Group‘s capabilities
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A SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT START.

INTERN

Christian Tazoll and Matthias Ghetta took up their new jobs as production manager of
WILD GmbH and operations manager of WILD Electronics in the midst of the lockdown.
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Under normal circumstances, the personal contact with

Matthias Ghetta, who is now responsible for product manu-

colleagues is essential in facilitating one‘s smooth adjustment

facturing as Head of Operations at WILD Electronics, is also

to a new workplace. In early April, when Christian Tazoll took

keen on promoting innovations in the assembly process. He

up his duties as Head of Mechanical Production & Surface

acquired part of the necessary know-how required for this

Technology at WILD GmbH, the overall situation was quite

task while working for a luxury watch manufacturer, where

unusual. ”Especially the first phase of getting to know your

he was a member of the management in charge of manu-

colleagues and gathering most impressions through face-to-

facturing and the complete supply chain. ”I am therefore

face contacts simply did not happen. Due to the shift opera-

quite familiar with very high standards being applied to the

tion, I only got to see many of my colleagues on a screen“, he

product and to process stability“, says the 41-year old, who

recalls of his unconventional start. ”Thanks to the anticipatory

also knows how to advance the process of digitalisation and

introduction of digital communication possibilities, it was an

manage strong growth through change management.

absolutely smooth start“, Tazoll adds. As a ”returnee“ having
had already worked in mechanical manufacturing at WILD

The next items on Ghetta‘s to-do list include the establish-

from 2005 to 2012, he was very familiar with the processes.

ment of the digital twin and the implementation of an order
centre that will act as a hub for capacity planning and procu-

”It feels right to be part of the WILD Group again, and I am

rement. ”I am looking forward to exciting products, diverse

looking forward to my new duties“, says the 33-year old, who

applications and a style of implementation in which people

gathered leadership experience in a mechanical engineering

come first, despite the enormous technical challenges.“

company in the meantime. Tazoll, who is in charge of the
management and coordination of the manufacturing process,
intends to preserve his outsider‘s perspective and to never
accept existing processes as being the best possible ones.

Your contacts

”Since WILD is known for its clearly defined processes and

Christian Tazoll | christian.tazoll@wild.at
Matthias Ghetta | matthias.ghetta@wild.at

the wide range of innovative manufacturing technologies, I
believe we are on a very good path.”

INTELLIGENT ANTI-AGING
FOR LEDs.
Photonic offers an anti-aging technology designed to stabilise the light output of LED light
engines in the long term.
Constant brightness throughout the entire product life cycle is

medical technology manufacturers. The light specialist

a decisive quality characteristic for image processing systems.

resorts to two different methods. Where a constant light out-

But image processing is not the only application where reliable

put is required but minor deviations play a less critical role,

lighting is important. ”For instance, if the intensity were to

the LED current is continuously increased on the basis of a

decline over time in the case of disinfection using UV light, one

calculated aging curve. This approach is very cost-efficient

would have to increasingly extend the application time in order

and is applied, among others, in the latest product genera-

to generate the required dose of disinfecting UV radiation“,

tion of Photonic‘s examination light, whose brightness can

Photonic Business Developer Joachim Enengl explains. Such

be manually adjusted by the user at any time. The second

examples demonstrate how essential it is to maintain the

method regulates the LED current based on a reference

light output at a constant level. To achieve that, Photonic has

signal provided by a photodiode and is particularly well-suit-

developed an anti-aging technology that gives LEDs an even

ed for image processing. ”In fluorescence diagnostics, for

greater competitive edge over other lighting systems.

instance, where several wavelengths are involved, it is
constant in relation to each other. ”Thanks to our anti-aging

long cost savings, but also fare significantly better regarding

technology, users have the additional certainty that their

light intensity. As a rule of thumb, the light output of a xenon

diagnosis is not distorted by fluctuations in light quality“,

lamp can be expected to decline to 60% or less within the

Enengl argues.

first 150 hours. Standard LEDs, on the other hand, last seven
times longer than xenon lamps and still deliver at least 10%
more light“, Enengl adds.

Your contact
Thanks to its anti-aging technology, Photonic raises the bar
even higher and attracts a lot of interest, not only among

Joachim Enengl | enengl@photonic.at

100%
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essential to keep the intensity of the different wavelengths
”It is no secret that LED light engines not only result in life-
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ALWAYS A BESTSELLER.

REVIEW | 50 YEARS WILD

Fifteen years ago, WILD opened the door to the IVD market with AutoQC,
a module for quality control measurement in blood analysers.
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This data must be 100% reliable for physicians

The assembly, developed and manufactured by

and their evidence must not allow for any

WILD, automatically opens ampoules and trans-

fluctuation margins. In-vitro diagnostics play a

ports them to a suction station. The ampoules

vital role and have become an indispensable

contain calibrated fluids used for the automatic

element in the daily operation of medical

check of the measurement system. ”A particu-

institutions. But how can you guarantee that

larly difficult engineering challenge is the high

blood analysers function in an absolutely reliable

precision of the lift system and its subsequent

manner? WILD‘s AutoQC module, developed

calibration. In the beginnings, we had difficulties

for the automatic recalibration and thus quality

with the precise opening of the ampoules, the

control of measurement functions in analysers,

severed part of which must fall into a clearly

is an example of such precision.

defined area so as to avoid blocking the entire
system“, remembers Christian Doujak, Head of

2020

The demand is particularly high at the moment

Sales at WILD Electronics. The fact that AutoQC

due to the Covid-19 situation, since the module

still constitutes the state of the art can be

is used in devices that analyse blood gas values

attributed to WILD‘s development achievement

and hence deliver precise readings for substan-

and its successful life cycle engineering.

tiated treatment decisions.
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